
Going-to Future (1)

Practise using the going-to future with us!

     Use the going-to future for events in the future that are planned and you are certain they will happen. 
For example: I am going to play tennis tonight.
Form the going-to future by using the correct form of "to be" + going to + the infinitive of the verb.
Negations: I am not going to play tennis tonight.
For questions: put the correct form of "to be" at the front of the sentence: Are you going to play tennis tonight?

 
I am _________ visit my friend this afternoon.
     go to
     going
     going to

 
She is going to _________ me at the bus stop.
     meet
     meeting
     meets

 
We are going _________ go to the park together.
     do
     to
     too

 
She _________ going to show me her new inline skates.
     be
     is
     are

 
Sarah's Mum is going to _________ us a picnic lunch to the park.
     bringing
     bring
     brings

 
Take your umbrella! It is _________ rain.
     goes
     going to
     going
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Going-to Future (1)

 
Tony and Ben _________ going to watch their favourite TV program this afternoon.
     be
     are
     is

 
The bus is on time! We are _________ going to be late!
     no
     not
     none

 
_________ going to come to the party this weekend? It is at Louise's.
     You are
     Are you
     Is you

 
We are _________ go to the cinema tonight, do you want to come?
     going
     go to
     going to

 
I _________ going to buy a birthday present for Tim later.
     is
     be
     am

 
We are _________ spend our holidays in Wales.
     going
     going to
     go

 
Josh, are you going to _________ the chess class later?
     attending
     attend
     attends
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